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ABSTRACT

Design-pattern(s) are special and unique and widely used, most accepted approach in software design and development, came into investigation from a specific group called “object oriented neighborhood”. Patterns are effective solution for several major unusual problems. Multiple patterns are effectively merged jointly to form a reliable language which offers a technique for sensible function and software design and development related issues. Sensible hard work is done and made all efforts to join completely the topic(s) by resources of transformed-crystallography specially “in the age of crystal-symmetry and physical-properties”. “Abstract-factory method” pattern(s) are very useful to decide on physical-property, established by the crystal belongs to the Rhombohedral -ferroic point group(s).

Indexed Terms: Rhombohedral Point Groups, Stereographic Projections, Physical properties, Abstract Factory technique.

I. INTRODUCTION

The frequency of physical property(s) in crystals such as Ferro-magnetism, density, dielectric polarization, pyro-electricity, and elasticity etc. may be calculated using symmetry-operation, linking to that crystal. The arrangement of symmetric transformations forms a special group known as the symmetric group (or) point-group. The symmetric transformations reserve the gap between pairs of point(s) for the body & bring it in to super position with in itself. Physical property(s) of crystals can be initiated by specifying all the symmetry operation characterized by the molecular constitution or any other geometrical remains. As a result of taking into consideration the rotations, the reflection and inversion of symmetry elements there are 32 crystallographic p-groups. If the symmetry elements translation is taken into contemplation there will be total 230 space groups. A ferroic crystal contain(s) two or extra stable domain of the similar structures other than diverse spatial orientation. Aizu [2] explained all potential species of full and partial Ferro elasticity and Ferro electrics for all the 212 non-magnetic ferroic specie(s). Pree et al [ 1] worked on Design patterns of object-oriented software development Reading.Nagesh p.et al [3] gave stereographic projections of tetragonal point groups by reusable object-oriented design. Lanka, S. et al. [4] discussed about Predictive data mining techniques of high dimensional big-data. Ramesh Babu, et.al [5] derived tensor-pairs and domain-pairs of cesium-dihydrogen phosphate using group theoretical techniques. Madhavi, R. et al.[6] solved complex engineering problems by Nature inspired techniques. Puvvada, N., [7] designed Semantic web-based banana expert system. Venkata Ramana, N., [8] Analyzed Big data and iot gadgets for tech savvy cities. Venkata Ramana, N. et al [9] Analyzed architecture to overcome real-time traffic-control as an intelligent transportation system using Big-data. Venkata Ramana, N. et al [10] Designed IoT based scientific to conquer- constant movement control as a canny transportation frame-work utilizing huge information available in cloud- networks.


In the current paper effort has been initiated to relate the “abstract factory method” of the “Design patterns” to resolve whether a crystal exhibit a physical property(s) or not, captivating into Implement the operation(s) to carry the tasks and collaboration(s) in all the pattern(s).

II. DESIGN PATTERNS

Depending upon the purposes of the design pattern can be classified into three categories.

- Creational patterns: The objects created instead of initiating them directly. Here programs gain additional flexibility in determining which object(s) need to be produced for any given scenario.

- Structured patterns: These pattern(s) help in composing group(s) of objects into bigger structure(s) such as complex interface & accounting info.

- Behavioral pattern: These patterns helps to describe communications between objects in the system & the movement of control in a complicated program.

There are 23 design pattern(s) that were implemented in java in literature for different varieties of problems. The following diagram illustrates a hierarchy of java design patterns.

III. ABSTRACT FACTORY PATTERN

A modest factory pattern always returns an occurrence of several probable classes dependent on this data to provide for it. However, an abstract-factory pattern technique is one range of generalization than this factory pattern technique. This pattern(s) can be recycled to reuse one of the multiple different related objects or classes each of which can return multiple different object(s) on request call. This pattern can be understood by the following garden maker factory.

IV. ABSTRACT FACTORY PATTERN TO CRYSTALLOGRAPHY-FERROIC POINT GROUPS

Each geometrical-body or molecular arrangement is categorized by a group of symmetric operation(s) which when totally enumerated constitutes a point-group. There are seven well known crystal systems and all the lattices should fall under one or other of these categories. In turn these seven systems generate 32-point groups. The occurrence of physical property(s) can be determined by the symmetry operations of the group relating to a crystal. The abstract factory pattern method has been used to determine whether a crystal exhibits a physical property or not. Here the generating elements of a group are considered and the tensorial property is applied on them to determine the physical property(s) exhibited by the crystal. The basic structure and features of the main program consist the following

- In the place of the class plant of the garden application my object class is introduced.

- In the place of the garden class Abstract Factory class has been introduced.

- In the place of Gardener class Abstract Factory Application class is introduced to control the whole program.

By passing the parameter to the make element

- ( ) of the Abstract Factory class 7 possible classes may be generated. But in the present context a single class which preserves all the property(s) is constructed.

- The present application consists of four server classes and one client class.

- Implement the operation(s) to carry the tasks and collaboration(s) in all the pattern(s).
Depending upon the purposes of the design pattern can be classified into three categories.

- **Creational patterns**: The objects created instead of initiating them directly. Here programs gain additional flexibility in determining which object(s) need to be produced for any given scenario.

- **Structured patterns**: These pattern(s) help in composing group(s) of objects into bigger structure(s) such as complex interface & accounting info.

- **Behavioral pattern**: These patterns help to describe communications between objects in the system & the movement of control in a complicated program.

There are 23 design pattern(s) that were implemented in java in literature for different varieties of problems. The following diagram illustrates a hierarchy of java design patterns.

### V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The drop-down box of the java frames has been used to show the physical property(s) as well as the structure of all the 7 hexagonal point groups. The structure and the physical property(s) exhibited by the crystal for the point groups $3, \bar{3}, 3m, 32, \bar{3}m$ is obtained by selecting each point group in the drop-down box of the application frame.

**Figure 1**: Stereographic projection and physical property(s) of hexagonal point group $3$

**Figure 2**: Stereographic projection and physical property(s) of hexagonal point group $\bar{3}$
VI. CONCLUSION

In the method make element () of Abstract Factory class, based on the parameters passed, a new element is constructed which may take 7 possible forms, which returns the required outputs. This process eliminates a high degree of redundant code and execution time. Thus the basic object oriented features of the java design patterns i.e. the data abstraction and encapsulation etc. helps in better design for complex broadly generalized system. This signifies that the present work can also be extended to the other classes of 32 point groups and 212 non-magnetic ferroic species for their full or partial physical property(s) as well as their Stereographic-Projections of the geometrical bodies.
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